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Star Army Combat Engineer

Star Army of Yamatai Combat Engineers are soldiers that combine infantry combat training with
demolitions use, engineering, and obstacle clearance. These soldiers are trained to operate alongside
specialized engineering vehicles, using explosives and fire weapons along with engineer tools to help
provide safe passage to allied forces. Combat Engineers wear the M6-2A "Daisy II" Planetary Power Armor

Red Panels 

Combat Engineers are assigned and deployed on a temporary, as-needed basis. They are deployed with
their own personal equipment, so they can get in and out quickly. CEs are typically deployed for six- to
12-month periods. During their deployments, CEs are subject to a wide variety of missions, including
combat engineer operations, humanitarian operations, peacekeeping missions, and construction projects.
Combat engineers are sometimes deployed for longer-term assignments.

History

In YE 43, the MOS code for this occupation was changed to 05E.

Playing

Skills

Combat Engineers are trained to function within an engineer environment. Upon entry to training, they
are given specialized training that covers, but is not limited to, physical fitness, basic military skills,
power armor, weapons and communications training, vehicle maintenance, mine, ordnance, demolitions,
and related engineering skills.

Combat Engineers are not given specialized training to operate any particular vehicle. That is the task of
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the vehicle's crew. If an Engineer needs to move on foot, he/she must be given adequate support, or
carry his/her own personal equipment.

List of Star Army Combat Engineers

These are the characters currently listed as Star Army combat engineers.

Page SAOY Assignment
Argenta Serket Fort Victory Reserve Center
Gavril Papadopoulos Star Army Research Administration
Itatski Sachiko Fort Victory Reserve Center
Krasus Fenrir Fort Victory Reserve Center
Leutre Veressis YSS Miharu
Moesashi Yama Legion IX

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2016/01/18 20:12 by Kirkatan.
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